MASONRY PROJECT
#50

Bon Tool Co. does not guarantee the accuracy of the data. Please report errors and submit suggestions to Bon Tool Co.

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Build wall as shown.
2. All sides, ends and top to be finished with concave joints.
3. Project may be cleaned by ‘dry brushing’ only.
4. Build with coursing scale required to meet dimensions provided.

MATERIALS REQUIRED
1. 10 - 8” CMU
2. 5 - 6” CMU
3. 5 - 4” CMU
4. 2 - Half 6” CMU
5. 2 - Half 4” CMU
6. 121 - Modular Brick - Type A
7. 15 - Modular Brick - Type B
8. 28 - Uncored Modular Brick - Type A
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